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Diamond coated styli
 
The features of diamond coated styli are outstanding.
While ruby and most other commonly used styli ball materials are exposed to and suffer from abrasive or adhesive wear, diamond coated balls offer 
advantage over all these styli ball materials.

Basic specification
 
The diamond coating is applied on a silicon nitride ball. 
The black color is still visible through the translucent diamond coat. 0,02mm are added to the diameter of the silicon nitride ball.
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Coordinate Measuring Machines

Vision Measuring Systems

Form Measurement

Optical Measuring

Sensor Systems

Test Equipment  
and Seismometers

Small Tool Instruments  
and Data Management

Digital Scale and DRO Systems

They will outlast ruby balls in 
everyday use and therefore pay off as 

a long term investment. 

Available ball diameters are:
ø0,52, ø1,02, ø1,52, ø2,02, ø2,52, 
ø3,02, ø4,02, ø5,02, ø6,02, ø7,02, 

ø8,02

All styli specified with ruby 
balls and tungsten carbide 
stems can be manufactured 
with diamond coated balls     

(M2, M3, M4 and M5)

The ball and stem connection 
is done by using hard 

soldering.This bonding 
method is not available at 

most manufacturers of styli.

Currently only styli lengths up 
to 50mm are available.

Additionally they are not subject to 
the adhesion of material particles 

when scanning for e.g.  
   aluminium components. 

When it comes to measure modern 
wear resistant coatings with a high 
surface hardness, diamond coated 

styli are essential to the success of the 
measurement, as ruby ball styli can   
   already suffer massive wear in the 

first measurement cycle.

Stepped Shaft Stylus

Straight Shaft Stylus

Find our full range of diamond coated styli here.


